I have heard these lines from Imam Sharafudheen Abu Abdillahi Mohammad ar-Ra‘i’s Hadrath at Alexandria - Egypt. May Allah Help us to become a Mukhibbarrasool (SA) like Imam Boosri (RA). Ameen!

Oh! YA Habeeballah (SA)!
I have no courage to write about my ‘Habeeb’ (SA). I can’t imagine to write about my ‘Habeeb’ (SA) from where and to stop where? How can write a woman like me to about Habeeballah (SA)!

But “ya Habeeballah!” I have no way to visit ‘Your’ Roudha Shereef. So I decide to write some lines about my Habeeb (SA) in my mother tongue - Malayalam before this Habeehal - Avval.

"Al humdu lillahi Rabbil Alameen! Allah- The Almighty" Helped me to come
to do Umra and a ziyanah of my Habeeb (SA). When I finished the Madhhab and Hubba Rrasool (SA) in Malayalam alphabetic order one of the Muhibbad Rrasool (SA) from UAE called me and his friend give the money to come to my Habeeb's Hadrahi. Alhmmadu lillahi!

May Allah - The Almighty - include them in our Habeeb's (SA) Shafalallahi. Ameen!

May Allah - The Almighty also helped in the Qabar of the former UAE Qa'ab Minister 'Assheikh Mohammed Bin Assheikh Ahmed Bin Assheikh Hasan Al Khazraji. Ameen! who helped me to visit my Habeeb's Hadrahi at first in my life in 1997 as shown him Al Khazraji.

OH - YA RASOOL ALLAH! (SA)! Before publishing the "Madhu Rrasool(SA) and Habba Rrasool (SA), I may come to your Hadrahi. What is "Allah" - the Almighty's quadrahi? What is our Prophet (SA) Hubb to us?